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CASE SOMr'IlARY
The purpose of this study was to investigate the current
recruiting, selection, and orientation practices of The Union
Corporation and explore new ways to efficiently and effectively
accomplish the tasks. Since the company is growing at an increasing
rate, consistently recruiting marketir1g r:ersonnel with collection
industry management potential is necessary.
To alleviate high turnover associated costs, the author has
evaluated four alternatives and has recommended one of these for use by
Union~s District Managers in charge of staffing their offices. The
chosen alternative includes reviewing and changing the currently' used
videotape used during the training week, administering personality
inventories/tests to assist in recruitment of employees with desired
personality traits, and contacting the m~-Madison placement office to
develop an exclusive internship program.
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1HISTORY AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Company Description
The Union Corporation, headquartered in South Norwalk, CT, is a
diversified company with business segments in the equipment
manufacturing industry and the financial services industry. Wben used
herein, "Union" means The Union CorI?Oration and its consolidated
subsidiaries. The equipment manufacturing segment, The Gichner System
Group, consists of : Gichner She1ter Systems, which manufactures
transI?Ortable shelters for electronic, communication, and other
equipment used in military and commercial applications; Garlet
Manufacturing Company, which prcxluces wheel sets used in the transI?Ort
of shelters primaril~l for the military, steel rolling doors and other
steel fabrications pr~arily for commercial markets; and OptllLB
Enclosures, which manufactures metal cabinets and housings for
electronic equipment used in commercial and industrial applications.
The financial services segment of Union currently consists of
Capital Credit Corporation (CCC), an original entity of the corI?Oration,
established in 1966, and Transworld Systems, IncorI?Orated, (TSI), which
was acquired by Union in 1985. CCC, headquartered in Fairfield, NJ, is
one of the largest contingency collection agencies of past due accounts
in the nation. CCC performs collections via a combination of letters
and phone calls and when requested by the client, litigation. The
canpany, which charges a canrnission ranging froIn 20% to 50%, provides
services for financial institutions; all major credit card companies;
car rental companies; department stores; universities; and five of the
ten largest U.S. banks.
2Currently, CCC is broadening its marketing and sales efforts tChJard
the industries of government and education. These two markets have
approximately $60 billion of past due debt outstanding and this amount
is increasing. Strategically, CCC desires to increase the number of
collectors at their four Regional Collection Centers from the current
20-50 collectors up to 50-75 collectors. Additionally, CCC recently
installed a state-of-the-art, on line, computerized collection system,
which should allow the company significantly improved performance.
Although an extremely competitive industry, historically the company
that operates with the most cOffi:p=titive mix of low fees, consistent
customer service, and high recovery rate will be the most capable of
attracting and retaining clients.
Transworld Systems, Inc. (TSI), headquartered in Rohnert Park, CA,
offers a combination of fixed fee and contingency collection services.
TSI~s system reduces clients~ in-house collection costs while providing
detailed monthly status reports for management control and accounting
purposes. The collection process consists of two steps, Phase 1 and
Phase 2. In Phase 1, clients ~ debtors are contacted via the nail with a
series of computer generated demands, or dunning notices. Unlike
typical contingency collection agencies, which are paid fees as a
negotiated percentage of collected dollars, in Phase 1, TSI charges a
fixed fee ranging from $4.25 to $9.95 per account, depending on the
number of accounts placed ($9.95 per account in a 35 account system,
with costs decreasing based on volume). One of TSI~s goals is to
encourage clients to assign accounts to them at an early state of
delinquency, 60 to 90 days past due. This early assigning has allowed
TSI an average recovery rate of 56% of accounts assigned, which is more
3than two times the 27% recovery rate of conventional agencies. TSI, one
of the largest, full service canranies op:=rating in the field of
accounts receivable management today, attributes its nationwide success
to high recovery rates, quality of service, and the strength of its
marketing organization.
Phase 2 of the collection process consists of Credit Management
Services (CMS), a division of TSI that performs collections on a
contingency fee basis. At the rcq:uest of the client, accounts not
collected in Phase I may be turned over to Phase 2 to proceed with
collection activities, completely withdrawn from TSI and placed with
another collection agency, or written off by the client.
The focus of this AMDR is on Union~s TSI division, with special
emphasis on the eight month old rvladison, WI, regional office, one of
TSI~s newest offices.
4Canpa.ny Mission
According to Union~s 1988 Annual Report, the comp:iny~s mission is
to dominate each segment of the collection industry as measured by
profits, revenues, and professionalism. Union feels so strongly about
this focus that they have put The Gichner Systems Group up for sale to
enable them to concentrate on expanding the financial services business.
It is hoped that this divestiture will allow management to concentrate
their efforts on efficiently providing and perfecting the accounts
receivable management products and services they currently offer, as
well as allow increased cash flow with which the comI?Ciny rna.y invest in
new products and services.
Currently, TSI offers a broad range of products and services to
various co:rrmercial, institutional, and government customers, and to
achieve the aforementioned mission, TSI desires to offer these products
and services in an effective, cost-efficient manner. Additionally, TSI
desires to increase its customer base, broaden the range of products and
.
services offered, and increase its market share in currently served
rrarkets.
One way in which TSI is increasing its customer base is by
performing industry analyses and producing customized collection
programs for specific industries, particularly health care and retail.
TSI, with particiI?Cition from General Electric Information Services
Compa.ny, developed a system that allows physicians and hospitals to
automatically transfer delinquent medical bills to TSI for collection.
The other industry, retail, is an industry which TSI, in conjunction
with major banks (in [articular Mellon Bank; First Interstate Bank; and
5Bankers Trust) has targeted, for it is a large and growing market. The
system devised for this market allows national and local retailers to
send returned, unpaid checks directly to TSI for collection. In
addition to offering the current products and services to respective
markets, TSI desires to broaden the rang-e of the products offered with
the design of tailor-made programs for other nBrkets.
As far as cor[X)rate survival and growth are concerned, Union
desires to expand through internal development and by selective
acquisitions in collection and related businesses. Regarding corporate
investments, Union is currently considering the purchase of a Houston,
Texas, resed collection agency/credit bureau, which markets its services
nationally. This acquisition has the potential of increasing Union~s
exposure and market share. Additionally, with the sale of The Gichner
Systems Group in the next year, Union will have increased cash flow and
capital reserves on hand to make these goals a reality.
6Long-term Objectives-
Union has established three major long-term objectives.
Financially, corporate management has established $21.00 as the
desired value/share of canrron stock, for they believe this will ensure
shareholders full value of their stock. Union believes this to be a
realistic dollar value, and an independent appraiser has confirmed the
arrount as we11 . As of JulY 14, 1989 , Union"s canrron stock va1ue ~r
share was $13.25.
The price discrepancy between what the value per share currently is
and what Union desires it to be enhances the importance of evaluating
the qualities of long-tern1 objectives. First, in analyzing the
feasibility of attaining a $21 value ~r share, many challenges are
going to be encountered. However, the sale of The Gichner Systems will
be a significant factor. Once sold, Union will, at least in the short
term, have an increase in cash flow and can sieze the op:POrtunity to
diversify into more profitable businesses. This increase in cash flow
will occur, if for no other reason, because Union will be ridding itself
of having to maintain the extensive arrounts of inventory required in the
operations of The Gichner Systems. Thereafter, higher overall
profitability will result in a higher rate of earnings per share of
cornrron stock and the higher rate of earnings per share of canrron stock
should then enhance the market price for Union stock.
The price/earnings ratio is widely used by investors as a general
guideline in gauging stock values. Investors increase or decrease the
P/E ratio that they are willing to accept for a share of stock according
to how they view its future prospects. Companies with ample
op:POrtunities for growth generally have high PIE ratios, with the
7opposite being true for companies with limited growth opportunities.
Although investors generally consider stocks with PIE ratios of less
than 20 to be more attractive investment opr;ortunities, if investors
decide that Union has greater than average growth prospects, they might
be willing to let the PIE ratio for the company rise to 25-28, and still
feel the stock is worth the market price. Using the current market
value of Union stock ($12) and Union's fully diluted earnings per share
for 1988 of $ .52, the piE ratio is 23 ($12/.52 = 23). If the market
value of Union stock were increased to $21 per share with earnings
remaining at $ . 52 per share, the P/E ratio would be 40, which means a
$21 per share price is probably an unrealistic expectation at this time.
However, if profitability increases to $ .75 or greater per share, it is
not unrealistic to expect a market value of $21 ($21/.75 = 28). For
such a scenario to exist, overall corporate profitability will have to
increase 44%. However, with financial services earnings increasing 14%
in 1988, and if corr;orate plans are successfully implernented., the gool
of a market value of $21 l?2r share of cornrron stock apl?2ars to be
attainable.
In addition to how attainable an objective is, another quality a
canpany's long-term objectives should possess is to be rrotivating. It
is the belief of the author that setting the value/share at $21 is a
rrotivating factor, for management has a goal, one which is not easily
attainable, nor one that is completely out of reach. Additionally, the
goal is rreasurable: It is a figure Union employees can and should be
aware of. The value/share of a corporation's stock is of great
importance not only to the company, but to its investors as well, for,
8"Stockholders assume the ultirrate risk in the business enterprise if it
should fail" (Tyran, 1986, p. 137).
Another long-teLm goal Union has is continued increased
productivity . Examples of how TSI, along with Union, have increased
productivity in 1988 include the introduction of custorrrrzed electronic
data transfer systems for the health care and retail industries.
Once again, in analyzing the prooobility of attaining this long-
term objective, it is discovered that the success or lack thereof is
measurable. One can measure the success of these systems by tracking
the number of sales made to these two markets during a specified time
period and canpciring this to how much these systems cost to develop and
run. Then, :r;:erfonning break-even type analysis, by calculating how many
systems need to be sold to cover the development and implementation
costs and based on past sales to these industries, one can forecast to
see if the required amount of sales is an attainable number.
Another quality which long-term objectives should I;X)ssess is
appropriateness--the objectives should mesh with the aims of the
organization. The fact that TSI desires to expand in the collection and
financial industries and the fact that they are specifically marketing
to industries which are growing and will have an increased need for
collection and financial services shows that this long-term objective is
quite suitable.
A third long-term objective for Union relates to its employees.
Union and TSI are strong believers in prorroting fran within the caTlpciny.
Account Executives who perform well and meet or exceed sales
requirerrents are often provided with the opI;X)rtunity to advance into
management. This opI;X)rtunity is not only a motivating factor for
9employees, but it also allows the canpanl''' the luxury of concentrating
time and money on factors other than recruiting employees at the
managerial level. Therefore, this long-term objective imnediately
fulfills two criteria: It saves the company recruiting time and money;
and promotion from within'often increases corporate morale, which in
turn, should increase productivity, another objective.
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External Environment
Ensuring a corporation's capacity for survival rests not solely on
dollar amounts, but also on anticipation of and preparation for the
future. Responding to factors such as: the environment and
environrrental changes, opportunities for growth, and opportunities for
profit, good strategic decision making is derronstrated. Additionally,
successful strategic decision makers are aware that there are two
environments with which they must contend: the remote environrrent and
the operating environment.
The Remote Envi~onment
The remote environment, "that which is canposed of a set of forces
that originate beyond and usually respective of any single firm's
operating situation" (Pearce and Robinson, 1988, p. 99), is one
environrrent with which Union must contend. Included in this environment
are economic factors, societal factors, technological factors, and
political factors.
First, the economy is a source of great opportunity as well as a
potentially serious threat to any business. Currently the amount of
past due debt in the United States is approximately $90 billion, and as
canrrercial and consurrer debt grow, so does this amount. Included in
this debt are delinquent credit card bills, bad checks, and uncollected
loans O\Ved to the federal governrrent, all of which represent potential
business for TSI.
Two other key econanic factors that currently and in the future
will affect TSI's sales are interest rates and inflation. Currently,
interest rates are on the rise, and this makes money more valuable. As
11
rates rise, companies desire to collect their money at a faster rate,
for debt financing of working capital is costly. Therefore, when
interest rates are rising and receivables are high, it is advantageous
for companies to utilize account receivable services for collection
purI?Oses. On the other hand, an increase in interest rates tends to
decrease private consumers' desire to spend money. Therefore, an
increase in rates can decrease the need for account receivable
rna.nag~nt products and services because of a decrease in total conSUIrEr
debt.
Another economic factor of which TSI should be aware is the state
of" the nation's business. The number of small businesses is on the rise
in all regions of the u.S. except for the Western region (Thanpson,
1989, p. 12). Currently, TSI's smallest system is designed to collect
35 delinquent, slow pay, or NSF check accounts in a 24 month period .
.Many small business owners, havever, have need of a lesser arrount of
collections in this time period, and it may be to TSI's advantage to
develop a system that can be marketed to small business owners.
Additionally, as the money supply tightens for personal consumption
to rema.in constant or to increase, companies must extend rrore credit.
Therefore, companies will experience more bad credit, stmply because of
increased credit extension. As this occurs, canpanies will either have
to hire more people to perform collection duties in house or turn to
canpanies such as TSI to assist in, if not wholly perform, collection
activities. However, if a company is experiencing increased collection
problems, decreased cash flow causes rranagerrent to question the wisdan
of hiring the additional help needed to perfoLm collection duties. If
the situation is extremely severe, the company nay have to cut I?Ositions
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and/or layoff employees. Therefore, it is beneficial for businesses to
turn to canpa.nies such as TSI to perform the collection activities.
As far as society is concerned, a factor TSI must be aware of and
contend with is the aging population, which provides threats as well as
opportunities. The threat i~s the fact that older people, rrore often
than not, remain current on their pa.yrrents and manage their rroney
prudently. Thus, making older people less likely to be targets of
collection agencies. The opportunity older people provide for
collection agencies is the fact that older people tend to visit
physicians more frequently than any other segment of the population.
Therefore, an increase in the numl:er of physician visits may lJenefit
TSI, since more physician visits tend to increased physician bills.
Therefore, based on sheer numl:ers, physicians may experience rrore ba.d
debt, which will increase their need for TSI's prooucts and services.
Since TSI is heavily marketing tOVJard the health care industry,
another environmental issue which needs analysis is current health care
illness trends. When there is an outbreak of flu, for example, people
visit the doctor more frequently, which increases the numl:er of bills
doctors proouce, therefore increasing potential business for TSI. In
addition, increased physician visits increases the total cost of
providing health care. In the pa.st ten years health care costs have
risen so dramatically that many insurance campa.nies have raised
deductibles. "Insurance premiums are going through the roof, 30% and
40% in sane instances" (Schultze, 1988, p. 9B). Higher deductibles,
therefore, cause additiona1 burden on the policy holder, not the
insurance canpa.ny. This increase in private sector responsibility to
pa.y has the potential to positively influence business for TSI.
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The other end of the age sp=ctrurn provides TSI with other
opportunities. TSI has the ability to market their services ~o all
canpanies that have extended credit to the over-extended "baby boomers."
Since "baby boaners" live in a credit society, their unpaid creditors
are good potential sources of business for TSI.
Another societal factor that will affect TSI's business is the
changing life-style of typical Americans. The increasing participation
of women in the workforce has led to the prevalence of dual income
families, w11ich has led to a doubling up of often used prooucts. For
example since, "52% of all wanen ... are in the workforce" (Ehrlich and
Garland, 1988, p. 113), most \\.Omen must have two wardrobes, most two
parent families require two cars, and the list of necessities continues
to expand. This factor increases consurrer spending, which will most
likely increase the number of retail receivables. Also," a trend toward
increasing education for females has helped create greater equalization
of income, which has led to increased disposable incane. These two
factors lead to increased credit extension, which potentially leads to
an increase in bad debt, which may lead to more business for TSI.
Another rerrote environmental factor which TSI should' be aware of
and analyze is technology. Although TSI currently prides itself in
or:erating on the leading" edge of technology, for TSI to continue to
provide customers with competitive products, it must maintain state-of-
the-art computer hardware and software that promote effective and
efficient operations. Technology should also be monitored as to the
interrelationship with its customers. Since a large percent of TSI's
services are marketed tONard the field of health Care, TSI should be
concerned with technological changes occurring in the scientific world.
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For example, if a new, more efficient rrethod of surgery or treatment is
developed, this will, at any given time, increase the physicians patient
loa.d, which will increase the arrount of receivables a physician will
generate, once again, increasing potential business for TSI.
The political arena is the final renote factor with which TSI
should be in touch. The first factor which TSI should and seems to be
aware of, is licensing. tvBny states have licensing laws which require
local presence before collection activities can be undertaken. This is
one of TSI"s strong points: since TSI has locations nationwide,
nanagerrent can keep abreast of new laws and regulations and develop new
procedures to help them work efficiently and effectively.
15
The Operating Environment
The second environrrent with which a canpany must deal is the
operating environment. This environment, according to Pearce and
Robinson, "Involves factors in the inrnediate canpetitive situation that
provide rnany of the challenges a particular firm faces in attempting to
attract or acquire needed resources or in striving to profitably market
its geeds and services" (p. 99). As far as TSI is concerned, management
must forecast, analyze, and contend with at least three factors:
competitive position, customer profile, and the accessible labor market.
In a~alyzing the competitive position, the first step one must take
is to develop a competitor profile, which assists in accurately
forecasting short and long-term growth and profit potential. Although
approximately 6,500 firms provide debt collection services wi~~in the
U.S., o~ly ten ot;:erate nationally. These national canpanies provide TSI
with ~he greatest canpetition, and of these 10, the three .that provide
TSI ttJith the greatest degree of canpetition are Payco, NRC, and Ie
Systerr~s. The "Key Success Criteria" (Pearce and Robinson, 1988, p.
109.), chosen by the author and Madison's District Manager, to be used to
analyze the competition are the following:
1 )
2)
3 )
4 )
5)
Price competitiveness
Location of facility
,Financial r:osition
Corr:orate image
~'1arket share
These factors were used for, according to Pearce and Robinson,
"The~l help a business explicitly define its t;:erception of its
competiti\le position" (p. 108 ) . Additionally, a company will benefit
from a study such as this, since comparing one's firm with the
16
competition, it tends to heighten management's awareness of the
competition and their strengths and weaknesses.
The following profiles were developed after analyzing the
competition and TSI (The weights and ratings were compiled by the author
and Madison's District Manager).
The rating category scale runs from one to five. One being the
lowest possible score and five being the highest or best score.
TABLE 1: COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
Payco
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Key Success Factors
Price competitiveness
Location of facility
Financial position
Corporate irnage
Market share
TOTAL
Key Success Factors
Price Canpetitiveness
Location of facility
Financial position
Corporate image
Market share
TOTAL
Key Success Factors
Price competitiveness
Location of facility
Financial position
Corporate image
Market share
rrarAL
Key Success Factors
Price competitiveness
Location of facility
Financial position
Corporate image
Market share
TOTAL
Weight
.30
.25
.15
.15
.15
1.00
NRC
Weight
.30
.25
.15
.15
.15
1.00
IC Systems
Weight
.30
.25
.15
.15
.15
1.00
TSI
Weight
.30
.25
.15
.15
.15
1.00
Rating
2
3
3
2
5
Rating
2
1
2
3
1
Rating
2
2
3
2
2
Rating
4
4
2
2
2
Score
.60
.75
.45
.30
.75
2.85
Score
.60
.25
.30
.45
.15
1.75
Score
.60
.50
.45
.30
.30
2.15
Score
1.20
1.00
.30
.30
.30
3.10
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The above comparison shows each company's weak and strong points,
as well as how they rate against one another. One will notice, by
studying the above tables, that TSI is very strong as far as price
canp:=titiveness and location of facility are concerned. Havever, in
analyzing the financial position, corporate image, and market share of
the canpany, TSI loses its competitive edge. It is the author"s opinion
that TSI loses this edge because of the instability the company is
experiencing from the proposed sale of the equipment manufacturing
segrrent. Once the comp:iny rids itself of The Gichner Systems, it will
be able to concentrate on enhancing and expanding financial products and
services.
The second operating environmental characteristic to analyze is
TSI"s customer profile. Since any business that generates a receivable
or NSF check is a potential customer of TSI, the potential market has
virtually no li~ts. However, it is for that reason that it is vital to
analyze the current situation. The three types of information used to
analyze TSI's custorrers are: demcgraphic, geCXjraphic, and buyer
behavior.
Demographically, older, well-established companies tend to realize
the importance of cash management and opt to use services such as those
TSI offers. Additionally, companies that have well-managed credit
departments and have control over their receivables tend to realize the
importance of cash flow management and turn to companies such as TSI for
assistance.
Geographically, TSI Account Executives have no territories, so they
may establish clients nationwide. However, canpanies generally desire
to do business with concerns that are located within the same vicinity.
19
Even though TSI is licensed in all 50 states, the fact that each
Executive works primarily out of one specific office would make
servicing an account across the nation difficult.
Regarding TSI~s buyers~ l:>ehavior, it is the resfX)nsibility of the
Executive to make prosp:=cts aware of TSI ~ s services, encourage the
prospects to acknowledge their need for the service, and influence the
prospect to buy the service. tvbst, if not all, companies can l:enefit
from a service such as TSI~s, but, l:>ecause of its sensitive nature, most
managers will not freely discuss their receivables. Therefore, TSI~s
reliance on Account Executives is great, for the Executives are the
lifeline of the company.
The third and final characteristic involved in analyzing TSI~s
op:;rating environment is the nature of the labor market: TSI "s
reputation as an employer; local employment rates; and availability of
needed knowledge and skills. Since TSI"s employees are independent
contractors, paid on a c~ssion basis and receive no health or dental
l:>enefits, \VOrd of rrouth from existing and former employees is an
influential factor conveying corfX)rate reputation as an employer.
Factors that usually keep inder:endent contractors at TSI, or with any
other company that reimburses employees on a 100% co~ssion basis are:
the way they are treated by superiors; the ccrnmission structure;
advancement fX)tential; and the ability to control one"s schedule. As
far as TSI ~s rna.nagerrent style is concerned, one Executive summed this up
in a statement: "management will do all that is fX)ssible to ensure the
success of each Executive." Therefore, there is a fX)sitive attitude
among Account Executives that TSI management treats subordinates with
20
resp=ct, values their opinions, and has the well-reing of employees in
mind.
Another factor that the Executives are satisfied with is TSI's
camnission structure. Account Executives receive 35% of the value of an
account they sell. For example, if an Executive sells a system that
costs $8,000, he will receive $2,800 in camnissions. District Managers,
on the other hand, receive 45% of their p=rsonal sales, as well as a 10%
camnission on Account Executives' sales. For instance, using the above
example, if the District ~1a.nager sells an $8,000 system as well, the
Manager- nets $4,400--$3,600 fran his $8,000 sale and $800 from the
Executive"s sale. Therefore, the corrmission structure rrSI employs
app=ars to be a mativating factor for independent contractors on
multiple levels.
In addition to treatment by management and corrmission structure,
Account Executives are very excited and motivated by TSI"s current
growth. "with growth comes managerial [Dtential," stated one Executive,
"and with that comes greater challenges and income [Dtential."
Therefore, motivation app=ars high, as does the energy level of
Executives wiUlin the Madison office.
Final1y , al though most are "tcx) new to be able to set their own
hours," most Executives believe that in time they will be able to "come
and go as they please." However, "currently we have to work when
companies are open, for establishing a client base is the starting point
in this business."
The second labor factor to be addressed is local employment rates.
Since no territories exist, District Managers are free to recruit
employees from any geographic location. TSI's Madison office recruits
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prinari1y in the Dane County area, and the majority of the respondents
to Madison newspaper advertisements live in this area. As of 1984,
Madison had a population of 332,973, a civilian labor force of 192,000
and an unemployment rate of 5.1%; hence one would assume there are
workers to r=erforrn the work TSI needs them to perfonn.
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Industry Analysis
According to Michael E. Porter, "The nature and degree of
competition in an industry hinge on five forces: The threat of new
entrants, the bargaining IX'wer of customers, the bargaining IX'wer of
suppliers, the threat of substitute products or services (where
applicable), and the jockeying among current contestants" (Porter, 1979,
p. 137). While this list is not all inclusive, nor are all industries
affected by all of these forces, Union and TSI must be aware of the
specific forces which affect them.
One force which affects TSI, as well as almost any other comr:any,
is the threat of new entrants. If an industry is extremely difficult to
enter, the comr:anies currently in the industry are at an advantage.
Since the accounts receivable management industry is one that relies, to
a large extent, on sophisticated cornputerization, arl efficient laoor
force and a high degree of promotion, econo~es of scale is a hurdle for
any company contemplating entry into the industry. However, because
TSI~s smallest system serves 35 accounts, if an accounts receivable
management camr:any could provide businesses with a smaller system, the
competition could capture a market segment TSI has overlooked.
Also, large amounts of capital investment are also necessary to
break into this business, another deterrent to IX'tential entrants. On
the other hand, with the large number of corIX'rate mergers and
acquisitions occurring today, it is IX'ssible a canr:any may buy into the
industry, slinilar to Union~s purchase of TSI in 1985. By buying TSI,
Union expanded a fairly sma.ll segrrent of their business. Although they
already had CCC, the purchase of TSI fully submerged Union into the
financial services market. Therefore, al though capital requirerrents may
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be a deterrent to entry, in today's environment with frequent leveraged
buyouts, this may not be as great an issue as previously perceived.
Similar to ebono~es of scale and capital requirements, cost
disadvantages independent of size such as corporate image; the learning
curve; the experience curve; location; and governrnent regulations
provide additional barriers into this industry. COffi};anies that
currently utilize account receivable management cam};anies to perform
collections for them tend to be less receptive to accepting and
uti lizing a new collection agency. TSI is at an advantage here, for
they appear to have a good image in the business community. Since TSI's
methods of collection are atypical (th~y work via the mail versus
phone) , TSI tends not -eto alienate clients' debtors, a claim most
collection agencies cannot make. This low-profile, yet subtle approach
is particularly attractive to service industry clients, who are more
dependent upon collection styles reflecting their attitude, than in hard
products where the product is a more distinctive entity.
In addition, although a fairly young company, TSI has the benefit
and the canfort of the learning curve and the experience curve behind
them. TSI has had a few years to learn, often by trial and error, what
works and what doesn't work regarding marketing, management, and
operations. Although sane of the actual district offices are young,
District Managers and Executives may refer to other established TSI
employees as educated resources. Additionally, since TSI strongly
believes in prorrotion from within the can};any, most District Managers
have had hands-on experience in the selling of TSI prcrlucts.
Another collection industry barrier to entry is location. Since
TSI has offices nationwide, if a new can};any contemplates breaking into
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the industry, it will immediately have intense competition with which to
contend. Although TSI is growing rapidly (ten offices were or:;ened in
1988; ten more are planned in 1989), they have an established name in
most areas into which they are expanding. A unique feature of TSI is
the fact that none of the regional offices have ge~raphical limits,
meaning the Executives are free to sell wherever they perceive a need.
Although this may produce competition among the Executives, it usually
ensures the company is well known before an off ice is opened in any
area.
Another factor making entry into the collection industry difficult
is government policy. As previously stated, many states have -laws
dictating that a collection company must have presence before performing
activities. Therefore, it is beneficial for a company desiring to break
into the industry to do so via merger or acq',Jisition.
The second force that affects TSI's competitive 'position is the
strength of the suppliers and buyers. As far as TSI is concerned, their
suppliers are a fairly powerful group. One reason for this is because
the collection industry is not a major customer of the supplier, the
company or companies providing computer software and hardware. TSI uses
specialized software to process transactions, and this software is
developed by a company that sells to many industries. Also, it is not
out of the question for a software or computer company in integrate
forward into TSI's business, this may be a natural acquisition. In
addition, any software a company utilizes has built up switching costs.
Since TSI's employees, from data entry personnel to Regional Mclnagers,
are familiar with the current software, to change systems would entail
retraining all employees, which would result in significant costs in
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terms of loss of employee proouctivity, in addition to direct canputer
software costs.
On the other hand, suppliers rray not hold as much [X)wer in the long
run, because the canputer industry is becaning rrore competitive, and
substitute/alternate products are available. Therefore, although
changing suppliers might be costly, esp:=cially in the short tenn, this
is an option.
As far as buyer strength is concerned, TSI~s buyers wield
significant [X)wer. One reason for this is recause TSI forces clients to
purchase in volume and TSI relies on these large orders to maintain
their econanies of scale. Additionally, TSI ~s buyers are [X)werful
because collection products are fairly standardized. Product
differentiation is based on the service provided, the fees charged, and
the recovery rate. Therefore, there are r:ninimal factors to enhance or
change to cause differentiation. Another reason TSI~s buyers are so
[X)werful is because the products clients purchase from TSI are not
directly related to the perceived quality of service they offer their
customers. If an auto dealer buys a system from TSI, the system will
not directly ~prove or decrease the customer~s perception of the
efficiency of the auto.
The final factor affecting the degree of competition in the
accounts receivable management industry is the threat of substitute
products, especially in-house collection efforts by clients. However,
there will always be a percentage of slow paying or delinquent accounts
in need of third party intervention.
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IN'IERNAL ANALYSIS
Marketing
The current marketing strategy employed by TSI consists of
determining the accounts receivable needs of target markets and
delivering the desired satisfactions more efficiently and effectively
than com:£?etitors. TSI ' s marketing mix consists of place, product,
price, and promotion.
Since Executives have no defined geographic limitations, they can
sell the product wherever they :£?erceive a need. There are, therefore,
no place constraints. If an Executive calls on a local company and
discovers that the billing is :£?erformed from headquarters located in
Indiana, for exarrple, he may phone or visit Indiana to attempt to sell
the service to the company for all locations.
The product that TSI sells consists of a system that dove-tails off
a client's internal billing system to reduce or eliminate the need for
intervention by a conventional collection agency. Therefore, TSI is not
a "typical" collection agency; TSI provides a tool to enhance a
company's internal billing procedure. The service is sold on a package
basis, and a company purchases a set of transmittal s to be used over a
two year :£?eriod. The way a canp:lny transfers an account to TSI is by
canpleting a Transmittal Form (Exhibit A), and mailing it to TSI's
offices in California. Within 48 hours of receipt, TSI will contact the
debtor with the first Denand for Payment (Exhibit B). If the debtor
pays the bill, the client stops service by completing the Stop Service
Form (Exhibit A). If the debtor contacts the client to nake payment
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arrangerrents, service may be suspended by canpleting the Sus:Pend Service
Form (Exhibit A). If the debtor defaults on payrrent arrangerrents, the
client may reinstate the service by canpleting the Reinstatement Form
within 60 days of sus:Pension. (Exhibit A). Therefore, unlike
conventional collection agencies, TSI allONS the client to control the
dunning situation. Further, if a client is very large and the
transrnittal fonn is not an efficient tool with which to conduct
business, TSI provides a "Transless System", that allows the above
activities to be conducted via computer.
As far as price is concerned, TSI. :Performs services on a flat fee
basis. The price of a 35 account system is $348.25, and as the size of
the system increases, the cost:Per account decreases (Exhibit C).
Pricing is low when ccmpared to conventional agencies, for conventional
agencies charge in a range from 33% to 50% of the account balance with
the variance resed on the age of the account, size of the account, and
the location of the debtor.
As far as prorrotion is concerned, TSI ~ s prorrotion is done on an
individual 'rJersus corrx:>rate basis. Any advertising or prcrluct awareness
an Executive desires to undertake may be done, hONever he must also
cover the cost. Therefore, prcnotion of the prcrluct generally consists
of \VOrd of mouth within the business canmunity . However, if Executives
desire to do so, they may purchase ma.ilers and stuffers (Exhibit D) fran
the corrx:>rate offices and use them to prom:>te TSI~s products and
serviCEs.
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Financial Performance
Solvency Ratios
Union~s current ratio demonstrates that the company s ability to
rneet its short-term obligations is slightly higher than industry
average. This ratio for the last two years, as well as industry ratios,
are as follows:
Union 1987
2.2
Union 1988
2.3
Industry High
4.3
~1ed
1.8
Low
1.2
Although not a substantial increase, Union~s ability to meet their
short-term obligations did increase from 1987 to 1988. Of note, also,
is the fact that the ratio remained fairly consistent, which tends to
signify financial stability.
Union~s quick ratio parallels the current ratio:
Union 1987
1.1
Union 1988
1.4
Industry High Med
3.1 1.1
Low
0.9
This ratio demonstrates Union~s ability to pay bills when they become
due, and to meet unexpected needs for cash.
In .analyzing Union~s current liabilities to net worth ratio, the
following is calculated:
Union 1987
55.0
Union 1988
58.9
Industry High
16.0
Med
48.3
Low
123.2
One can note that although the figure is increasing at a slow rate, it
is still near the median for the industry. Union is experiencing
increasing reliance on its creditors in the short-tenn.
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The next ratio to be analyzed is total liabilities to net worth,
which is as follows:
Union 1987
153.9
Union 1988
159.6
Industry High
30.2
Med
75.6
Low
162.3
This ratio derronstrates the fact that Union is highly leveraged at the
outer 1irnits for the industry. The increasing amounts of debt in a
company ~s capital structure is risky, as the company has a legal
obligation to make interest payrrents on time and to pay the principal at
the maturity date. The larger the total liabilities to net worth
ratio, the more fixed obligations the company has and therefore the
riskier the situation. When the sale of Gichner becomes final, the
situation should ~prove if funds are used to retire debt.
Union~s fixed assets to net worth ratio are as follows:
Union 1987
51.3
Union 1988
46.3
Industry High
25.9
Med
54.3
Low
105.3
This shows that Union has approxinately 50% of its net worth invested in
non-liquid, permanent, depreciable assets. This is approximately
average when compared to the industry figures.
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Efficiency Ratios
Although calculated for the sake of this study, the industry
efficiency compa.risons are not pa.rticularly applicable, since Union is
currently a diversified corrx:>ration in service and rranufacturing
industries.
Union's collection period in days is calculated as follows:
Union 1987
64.9
Union 1988
60.8
Industry High
7.5
tv1ed
25.2
Low
48.6
Although extremely high when compared to industry average, one must be
aware that the collection ratio is calculated assuming that all sales
were credit sales, for nowhere in the 1988 annual rerx:>rt did it say
differently.
Similar to collection period, Union's sales to inventory ratio is
as follows:
Union 1987
5.8
Union 1988
5.9
Industry High
475.7
Med
148.1
Low
29.7
It must be noted that the sale of The Gichner Systems should decrease
Tsr's collection days, as well as increase the number of times inventory
is turned over. Additionally, it will substantially decrease the amount
of inventory on hand.
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Profitability Ratios
Union~s return on sales ratio is as follows:
Union 1987 Union 1988 Industry High Med Low
4.4 4.3 9.3 3.6 1.3
Their return on assets ratio is:
Union 1987 Union 1988 Industry High Med Low
3.2 3.2 16.6 9.3 1.3
Finally, return on net vJorth is:
Union 1987 Union 1988 Industry High .Med IDw
8.2 8.3 31.7 17.9 4.5
Although all three profitability ratios have remained fairly
stable, one must be remember that profitability is the net result of the
total organization~s management. From the financial statements
available, probitability by divisions is not reported. Therefore the
author is unable to determine which sector(s) is/are more profitable.
However, one \\QuId anticipate that t.l-)e sale of The Gichner Systems vvould
have a positive effect on Union~s profitability ratios.
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Personnel Management
The Recruiting Process
On the r~ional level, Union"s Regional Managers are resr:onsible
for promoting and hiring District Managers to staff district offices.
On the district level, District Managers are resp)nsible for recruiting
and hiring Account Executives. Since TSI is rapidly eXI?Cindinq and the
future outlook is for this trend to continue, District Managers desire
to recruit Executives with managerrent r:otential. However, the current
recruitinq methods used by the Madison office are not reliably and
consistently attracting high caliber individuals who appear to have
ITlCinagement r:otential. According to Madison"s District Ma.nager, he is
currently failing to attract people with the necessary manaqerial
skills. He feels skills such as ability to delegate, organize, and the
ability to communicate are mandatory, for sales skills are easier to
teach than these skills are. The current recruiting method is shown in
Exhibit E, with the costs evaluated in Exhibit F.
There aprear to be few, if any, recruitinq and hirinq guidelines
provided at the district level. Al though the canpany purr:orts to having
a training division, minimal supr:ort is actually provided. This
division provides managers with a manual, which includes examples of
recruitinq advertisements, and video tapes, which perfonn basic sales
traininq, but this is where Union"s recruiting/hirinq assistance ceases.
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The Orientation Process
TSI's current training process consists of recruits viewing five
videos, each approximately four to five hours in length. One video is
viewed during each day of training. Along with watching the video, the
recruits interact in extensive role piaying. The subjects covered in
the the week of video watching and role playing range from corporate
attire and attitude to prospecting for clients via the telephone, and
canpletinq contracts (Exhibit G). Pericrlically , during the video
viewing, the District Mc3.naqer will interject thoughts and comments. On
the fifth and final day of training, the recruits proslJect, via the
phone, to generate appointments for the following week.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Should TSI change the method in which it recruits, selects, and
orients its Account Executives?
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PaI'ENTIAL SOLUTIONS
The action TSI's Madison office's District Manager may take
include four possible solutions:
1) Do nothing. Continue to recruit, select, hire, and orient in the
current manner.
2) Integrate new procedures into the current recruiting, selection,
and orientation process. Suggestions include: develop an
internship program with local colleges and/or universities to
assist in recruiting; use the Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator in the
interview process to improve proper Account Executive selection;
and develop a new orientation video to motivate recruits.
3) Utilize an executive search firm to recruit, select, and orient
Account Executives.
4) Promote an existing TSI Account Executive to the position of
Account Executive/Recruiter. Responsibilities will be to sell TSI
services, as well as recruit, select, and orient new employees
in a manner he finds appropriate.
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ANALYSIS AND IMPAcr OF ALTERNATIVES
The impacts of the aforementioned hiring process on the Madison
office are manifold. First, the process is costly. Since all TSI
employees, including District Managers, are paid on a cornnission basis,
time is money. The more time a District Manager s:Pends on employee
recruiting, selection, and orientation, the less incane he is bringing
in for himself, TSI, and Union. Based on historical data, each of the
District Manager"s hours is worth $20.49 (Exhibit H), and in a two week
recruiting and training :Pericrl, he is losing $1,724.58 in :Personal
income. Furthenrore, recruiting and orientation occur, on the average,
six times :Per year. Therefore, in one year, the District Mcinager is
potentially experiencing a :Personal loss of $10,347.48 (Exhibit F).
In addition, high turnover, which is a result of recruiting
:Perfonned in a rushed manner, leads to increased administrative costs.
The District Manager s:Pends time, as do seasoned Account Executives,
with the new hire, training, directing, and counseling him on new
responsil?ilities. Additionally, other hidden costs rray include payroll
costs, and training materials.
Another financial burden is the fact that should a new recruit
leave the canpany, the entire recruiting process must begin anew from
advertising to recruiting to training. This fact is emphasized by
Geranel (1989), who states that, "Corning Glass Works, in Corning, N.Y. ,
found that it cost $30,000 to $40,000 to hire and train a professional
employee--an expense that was wasted if an employee left after a year or
two" (p. 21).
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Other costs involved in hiring :People who leave the company
include,
" ... the intangible costs: "hassle factors"; morale costs of
high turnover; :Personal costs of failing, being fired, or of
having to fire someone; the cost of narrowing the available
EJOol of prorrotable people; and the cost factored into the
sales ma.nager"s available bottan line :Performance"
(Tobias, 1985, p. 80).
:Finally , one must consider the corEJOrate damage an unprepared or
poorly trained Executive may make when representing the organization.
It is possible for an Executive to make such a poor in1pression on a
EJOtential client that the client would be dissuaded from doing business
with the compclny the Executive is representing. Additionally, those
costs extend to the darrage of other EJOtential clients, for in the
business corrmunity, as in any other, word of mouth travels quick1y .
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Alternative 1
Jl£ is always the case, the District Manager of Madison's office may
decide to continue to recruit, select, and orient in the current manner.
However, as previously stated, the problems attributed to this
alternative are multifarious. First, the high degree of turnover is
costly. As Tobias (1985) states, "They [corporations] lose about
$25,000 on each terminated salesperson in salary~ recruiting costs,
training programs, rranagement time, and lost sales" (p. 80). Therefore,
if one looks at the fact that TSI's Madison office has recruited 18
Executives in the last eight months and six of those recruits are still
on the jobv; using the above numbers, TSI is losing up to $300,OOO/year
in the Madison office alone utilizing the current recruiting method.
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Alternative 2
The second alternative, integrating new procedures into the current
recruiting, selecting, and orientation systerll would include using new
avenues to find potential recruits, examining new tools to use during
the selection process, and revising orientation/training lnaterials used
during the orientation week.
One step Madison~s Manager could take in recruiting is to contact
the UW-Madison Plac~~nt Office for possible development of an
internship program. By offering enrolled students credit for a semester
or surmrer of work, the Manager VvDuld have no direct cash outlay. He
could have this intern perform filing and typing, as well as those
functions that correcpond with the student ~s Iffi.jor course of study. If
the Manager were able to work with business students with an emphasis in
personnel, then the student ~ght assist in recruiting/training. It is
also possible that when the internship ends, the student could be hired
on a full-time basis as an Account Executive. College placement offices
could also be used for direct recruitment. TSI~s ~Bnager would contact
the placement office(s), describe the opening(s), and ask interested
students to submit their resumes. The Manager would then either visit
the campus for interviewing potential employees or have the students
come to the local TSI office for interviewing.
One tool available to rranagement in the selection process is the
personality test. At no stage in the hiring process are personality
inventories/tests a~nistered. There are many tests from which to
choose, with varying costs, ranging anywhere from "Less than $1.00"
(Moore, 1987, p.77), to $250 per test.
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One example of the IJersonality tests that cost less than $1.00 is
the Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).
(1987),
The test, according to Moore
"[X)es not measure intelligence motivation, maturity, or mental
health. It poses over 100 questions about how the test taker
usually feels or acts in particular situations. Just as
IJeople are born with a predisposition to be left or right-
handed, they are also predisposed to be either extroverted or
introverted (E or F), and IJerceiving or judging (P or J)."
Some questions include: "In a group, do you often introduce
others, or wait to be introduced? (Extroverts tend to
introduce, introverts to be introduced.) Do you find it harder
to adapt to routine or to more-or-Iess constant change?
(Judging tYIJes have a tougher time with change, IJerceiving
tYIJes with routine.) Would you rather work under someone who
is always kind or always fair? (Feelers go for the kind boss,
thinkers prefer a fair boss)" (p.77).
The District Manager could compile a list of traits that have made
past Executives successful and look for recruits that score high in
these areas. Furthermore, to enhance the accuracy of the trait list,
the District Manager could administer the test to existing managers and
successful Executives to discover what traits they possess. Then, when
testing recruits, he would look for individuals with high scores in the
same categories. In questioning current Madison Account Executives who
the District Manager indicated have rranagement potential, the author
revealed that these people possess extroverted, perceiving, and thinking
traits.
The fact that an average of 34% of the candidates choose not to
return after Thursday of week one of orientation (Exhibit E) indicates
there may be a problem at this stage. It is at this point that recruits
are shawn a video of one of the Regional M=3.nagers talking candidly about
TSI and career potential. As one who has personally gone through the
recruitingjtraining process, the use of a video seems imIJersonal and
fails to encourage feedback, interaction, or group participation.
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Management should consider not showing a video at this stage of
recruiting, for candidates contemplating a career change, or career
choice, need input and interaction with people currently employed in the
field to assist them in their decision-making processes.
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Alternative 3
The third alternative is to use an executive search firm to
recruit, select, and orient TSI"s Account Executives. Executive search
is a highly specialized management consulting service performed by
outside professionals who are retained by client organizations to
identify, evaluate, and recorrmend qualified candidates for specific
executive, rranagement, and technical pJsitions, for a retainer fee which
is always employer-paid.
The following measures would help to ensure a professional,
thorough, cost-efficient, timely, and successful search: The District
Manaqer would have to devote time to evaluating search firms and
deciding which firm to retain. This would involve researching various
companies via library research, personal contact, and word-of-mouth, and
determininq which search firms could assist TSI in attaining their goals
to recruit the appropriate type of worker to be an Account Executive.
After evaluating search firms and choosing one, the District
Manager would have to meet with a representative of the search firm and
develop a job profile, or position specifications. This consists of a
job description and traits, education, and experience the client desires
in a recruit. This is an important step, for it forces awareness of
desired attributes for recruits. Next, the client must wait and allow
the firm to perform that which they were hired to do--recruit. Usually,
after 30 days, the firm has recruited between 75 and 100 :potential
recruits. This would also be 30 days in which the District Manager has
been able to perform personal sales activities and spend time assisting
the current Executives.
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Once the executive search representative finds the "ideal" recruit,
the recruit is rrade an "infornal, oral offer," to detennine "what salary
range he is looking for and what benefits he desires" (Barnes, 1988).
After doing this, the representative contacts the client and the client
will meet with the recruit and will at this time make the formal offer.
Once this offer is rrade and accepted, the client and recruiter deal with
finances.
Accordinq to Barnes, "thirty percent of the first year s salary
plus expenses is an average recruiting charge. Plus expenses consists
of the search finn executive"s time involved in hiring, recruit "s
travel, telephone calls, etc. For example, if a recruit is hired and he
has an anticipated salary qoal of $50,000, the cost to the client will
be approximately $17,250--$15,000 fee plus $2,250 for expenses.
Therefore, the District Manaqer would pay approximately paying $17,250
to obtain an Account Executive" (1988).
This cost, however, has the potential to be recouped in many ways.
First, the new recruit will make sales on behalf of TSI, which will
ensure income for the Executive, as well as for the District ~anager.
Second, the fact that the District rvBnager is able to spend time
perfonning personal sales and assisting other Executives versus
recruiting will assist in making the office more productive, Executives
rrore knowledgeable, and increase the sense of corrmunity within the
office. Third, if the new recruit possesses traits accurately assessed
by manaqement, he should professionally and econo~cally make sales and
thrive in the l\1adison office"s envirorurent. Finally, if the recruit
doesn"t work out in the first year for reasons the executive search firm
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"should have been aware of, the recruit will be replaced at no
additional charge" (Barnes, 1988).
On the other hand, there are two negative factors regarding the
retention of an executive search firm. First, statistics on the success
of the search process
"are not readily available. Corr:orations are understandably
reluctant to publicize the failures in using executive search
firms. The latter are equally reluctant to discuss their
mistakes. Many search insiders, however, say that only 50
percent to 60 percent of all searches result in the hiring of
the initially specified individual" (Hutton, 1987, p. 140).
Second, the executive search f inn the author interviewed has a
r:olicy that "whether or not the recruit is hired, once the job
specifications are drawn up, the client must pay for services rendered"
(Barnes, 1988). Therefore, this process nay prove to be very costly
while failing to recruit Account Executives.
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Alternative 4
The fourth alternative consists of promoting an existing Account
Executive to .r;:erform the dual functions of Account Executive and
Recruit~r. As an Executive, this person would be responsible, as are
all TSI Executives, for personally rraking two sales every two rronths.
Additionally, this person would be responsible for recruiting,
selecting, and orientation of .M::idison"s Account Executives. Because of
the recruiting/hiring responsibility, this person would be paid on a
salary, as well as commission, basis.
In analyzing compensation for this person, he would receive the
standard 35% corrmission paid to Executives, however he would receive
additional payment during recruiting/training months. Since the minimum
that an Executive is capable of rraking in a two rronth p=ricxi is $216,
from two 35 account sales, that would be the Executive's guaranteed
incane. According to Personriel Journal, a £v1anagerial Recruiter earns an
average of $32,697 annually (1987). TSI's Account Executive-Recruiter,
however, would only be considered a part-time recruiter, for he would-be
recruiting only six months each year. Therefore, his annual base salary
might be $16,349, but, since he should be guaranteed $1,296 ($216 x 6)
in sales income, the direct cost to the District Manager would be
$15,053 on an annual basis.
In analyzing the feasibility of this alternative, one must consider
the time the Account Executive has been with TSI. Since the seasoned
Executive has had time to develop a client base, it would be wise to
offer this prorrotion to an Executive who has been with TSI for at least
a year. However, for this alternative to be attractive to a seasoned
Executive with high sales income potential, Madison"s Manager would
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have to offer a good incentive p3ckage. To do this, Madison"s Manager
may desire to involve three or four other districts in the deal. By
doing this, he is able to make this an position extrEmely attractive
promotion as far as salary and corporate visiblity are concerned. By
involving other districts, the Executive/Recruiter can recruit for the
three or four districts paying his salary.
One major drawback to this alternative is the fact that the sales
aspect of this job is extremely demanding and for one individual to
assume both Executive and Recruiter positions may be unrealistic.
However, if used to one"s advantage, the Executive/Recruiter may expand
and open their own TSI office or begin his awn company with the vast
experience gleaned from this position.
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REX:CMID:'IDATIONS
It is the author's recommendation that Madison's District Manager
implement alternative two at this time: integrate new procedures into
the current recruiting, selection, and orientation system, for the
following reasons. First, the cost is minimal. Developing an exclusive
internship arrangement with UW-Madison will cost the District Manager a
minimal invest.rrent of time and it is p:>ssible that if gocx:1 relations
ensue, a sale to the University nay be made fran this arrangement.
Using the Meyers-Briggs test will only cost $1 per test and this cost
can be kept to a minimum. Reviewing the videotape will cost the
District Manager nothing. He may opt to remove the video from the
recruiting process, or if corp:>rate management agrees, a new video may
be developed at their expense.
Second, initiating this alternative will allow the District Manager
to immediately eliminate poor recruit choices, therefore decreasing his
turnover. The arrount of time needed to initiate these changes is
minimal. These new steps will allow the District Manager to concentrate
on recruiting good Executives and reduce the turnover within the office.
This should in turrl increase the morale in the office, for the
environment will becane more stable. Therefore the District Manager can
concentrate on making sales, assisting his Executives on calls, and
developing the sales skills of his staff.
Third, if the District Manager finds college interns whose lvEyers-
Briggs results match those of successful managers, he should have highly
rrotivated individuals who will thrive in the Mcldison office environrrent.
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Additionally, if the internship is successful, the intern may consider a
full-t~e career with TSI upon graduation.
Fourth, it is the author"s opinion that testing this solution in
specific offices, with follow-up to occur in one year would be
beneficial to The Union Corporation. Nationally, Union should select
two or three offices in each of the four divisions in which to ~plernent
the aforementioned solution. Testing and follow-up will allow the
effectiveness of the internship programs to be measured in cities with
differing demographic composition. Also, the success of the Meyers-
Briggs can be measured, and recruits can view and evaluate the new
video. By testing this solution, the financial risk to Union is kept to
a rnin~urn for two reasons. First, Union need not purchase an extensive
inventory of Meyers-Briggs Indicators, this can be done on an individual
basis. Also, the new video can initially be produced internally,
without the aid of a professional firm, and this will also decrease
Union"s capital outlay. Union will only need to produce a few videos,
possibly only four, one for each division.
Testing the solution will be motivating to all levels of the
organization. Managers and Executives in the offices chosen to test the
solution will be anxious to discover the effectiveness of the solution
and they will anticipate \\Orking with co-workers with gocx:l managerial
skills. In those offices not chosen to participate, Managers and
Executives will be interested in the outcome of the test, for if it is
beneficial, they know it will go nationwide after one year.
As far as Union ~s corporate structure is concerned, the solution
will not greatly affect Union during the first year. If the test is
successful, those Executives hired under the new guidelines may have the
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opportunity to open their awn offices. Also, if the test is successful,
Union can anticipate continued rapid growth, which is one of their major
long-term goals. If the test is not successful, Union will simply
continue to recruit, select, and orient as before.
As far as rranageITEnt is concerned, this solution should provide
current managers with a positive future outlook. If successful, this
solution will not only provide District Managers with an increase in
cashflow resulting from the hiring and performance of successful
Executives, but it will also enable District Managers to anticipate
promotion into management on the divisional level.
In time, these three new steps should decrease the anount of
reactive management that TSI Managers encounter and afford them more
time to concentrate their efforts on corporate goals and future
endeavors.
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LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIOOLE INITIAL DATE Of LAST PAYMfNT 0.- CHG Ol8lOR TRANSM'TTAL NO.
OPTIONAl - COM~ETE IF RE<JUIAED' REFERENCE (15 CI-IARACTERS MAAIMUM)
YOUR PERMANENT TSI CLIENT NUMBER~
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, ',''': '/ ~.\" I "E.4R
$
$
[] ~~~~~~~~~~C~ADE
o b~~T~JEN~~1cE
SERVICE I RENTAL
CHARGES DUE
EaUIPMENT~
NO, & CHARGE'ZIP CODEST,uE OR PROVINCE
_..:--------J.---
"'OORESS
YOUR PERMANENT ISI CLIENT NU~~ER~
CREDITOR BUSINESS NAME
CITY
- -- ----.--- -, -~::_----=-- - --.---- JREFERENCE (15 CHARACTERS MAAIMUM)OPTIONAL - COMPLETE IF REQUIRED .:. ;~ ~
- ~\~'J~;C: .' Scc;,yAEq,~nY:.~~.t-:T~~~tQ~,_9~ __-__'
",OORESS ~
I
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STATE ZIP CODe
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TO MAil. RfVfRSf fORM AND INSERT IN STANDARD WINDOW ENVELOPE
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TO MAil. REVERSE fORM AND INSERT IN STANDARD WINDOW ENVElOPE
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-----------~---r----EauIPMENT~-
CITY - - STATE OR PROVINCE ~COoE---:--'~-l_~o. & :HARGE'
.\. r-...I.~ .. •.r._ J,.~
ai.a ttISG.ISJili322':': at I.al 135.(21 aait :.it.I.& Ii :. .i 52 !Iab.1. =
STATE liP CODe
- -_. -_....._---_._----
-'OOAESS
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-c;;- - - - - - - - -;;E O:PAOVIN-;; -;'-c;';; - - - ~;cH-;;G~--[- - -_.
YOUR PERMANENT rSI CLIENT NUMBER~ ~~:RV~;:;U:ENTAL , $ .
CREDIlOR BUSINESS NAME
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THIS HAS BEEN SENT TO YOU BY A COLLECTION AGENCY
TRANSWORLD SYST:HS INC. AceT NO. 23456-004-0981654321
COLLECTION DIVISION CLIENT R=F. 039 42 685 I
56 PINE STREET, 15TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10005
5~
AMOUNT DUE $439.71 !
TRANSMITrAL ,.' .
(-----------------------------'\
4/01/88
ROBERT S~ITH
123 MAIN STREET
CITY, ST ZIP
\._---------------------------~)
COURTESY NOTICE - - YOUR LIBRARY HAS REQUESTED THA: WE
CONTACT YOU REGARDING YOUR OVERDUE MATERIALS AND FINES.
WE REALIZE THIS COULD BE AN OVERSIGHT ON YOUR PART AND
NOT A WILLFUL DISREGARD OF YOUR OBLIGATION. IF THERE IS
A LEGITIMATE MISUNDERSTANDING CONCERNING THIS MATTER,
CONTACT YOUR LIBRARY AND DISCUSS IT.
PLEASE HAKE FURTHER COLLECTION PROCEDURES UNNECESSARY
BY SENDING PAY~ENT IN FUll OR MAKING SATISFACTORY
ARRANGEMENTS WITH - -
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MANAGER
XYZ COUNTY LIBRARY
2500 HARBOR BOULEVARD
CITY, ST ZIP
TEL. QQ9/465-3Z52
TO INSURE PROPER CREDIT - SEND
THIS NOTICE WITH YOUR CHECK TO:
~ ~
Transwortd Systems Inc. is a licenseo collection agency and any information obtained from you Will be used for the '
I purpose of cOUecting this debt. All ponlons of this claim snaH be assumed valid unless disputed within thirty days of
I receiving this notice. If disputed in writing, verification of the debt will be provldea to you. If the onginal creditor is
(different from the above named creditor, the name and address of the original creditor will also be provided.)
EXHIBIT C
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Number Total Total
of Cost Per Package
Transmittals Transmittal Cost
35 $9.95 $ 348.25
70 9.45 661.50
100 7.95 795.00
200 7.45 1.490.00
500 6.95 3.475.00
1,000 6.45 6.450.00
2.000 5.95 11 .900.00
5.000 5.45 27.250.00
10.000 4.95 49.500.00
15.000 4.65 69.750.00
25.000 4.35 108.750.00
50.000 4.25 212.500.00
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EXHIBIT D
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............."1' .
COfoor.'. OttIC. 58110 Commerce 8ouIe¥e'd
RoMe" Pe... Ca..lor".. 1'121
T~(107)56'-4m
FINANCIAL AEF£AENCE:
BANK OF ~MERICA
Mat" Branen
Sa"'1 Rosa. Ca..lom'l
CORPORAT! COUNSEL:
AAde'son ZI'Q1er 0',"1'00f' & GrlY
50 Ot" Counnovs. Soulre
San'a &:\OM Cihlarn'l 950'02
fTOT) S4S·.910
INDEPENDENT CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Artl'ur 'l'oung & :omOlny
1111 Summer Str.
~~~~~~ ./~.,~~~\
:J!PIlZs
~~~~?1
mUST • §JTA"BILITY • RNTEGRITY
We na more thl,.. ~ otf~ "I"oowld. In)(,ous to ..... yOu ,n the lOllow,nQ CII''!,
........... CA A" 0'" -...-.. "O!loelOl' UAe-...: C".rAQll 'l a.--. OM Ceo'.. ·x 0-. CO Oetro<l U'
...... -... n ':;' Do.., '«: --... >41.....,.,.,,,,, 'x 0-..-..... ....~_ C,'. MO H'r I.e» A~~ '.;.. ............ TM
"0."" ". ......-. WI _ 0_". J.,... -. ... ,. 0 __ Cory ()l< He ....~ ,.."...,.. Ol' s.cr-oo CJl.
W~Clly.I1TSero~ CAs..'-.CASll.,.,.IooICSl ..... _S-rue -.~"'~"''9IDtlOC....... I(•
•~ .. _Tlw-'d~mc._........ __o
TSI guarantees a speedy
recoveryof delinquent
accounts at less than
$10.00 each.
If you need help because Slow oaylng patIents are dra!nlng your fiscal health,
we recornmend an lmmed,ale referral to Transworld Systems,
the medical collection spectallsts.
Your patients Shouldnt be giving you headaches.
MedIcal provide's like vourself know that one of the
reasons health care COSTS keep ftSlrg IS to
comoensate medical oraC"ces 'or therr no-paymg
patients It'S your oatlents w'Y110 pavon time that WInd
UP paving for mOse who don! Transworld Systems
can out a cap Of' those costs by collec ling your bad
debts at a fraction of the cost ever before
thought PCsslDle less than $' 000 an
account We understand some patients
truly cannot Day Our priority Is to
collect from the patient who Is able to
pay .•• and should pay, but doesn't.
We've made 10,000
medical practices healthier.
Last year Transworld Systems collected over 250 million dollars in delinQuent
accounts throughout the United States And we did the Job for'" than $10.00
an eccounl Ther. are no extra coatL No iniUation du... No ",.tter the size or
location of the account.
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ARE YOUR
PATIENTS
DRAGGING
THEIR
BUCKS?
How does TSI guarantee performance? In writing. We ve oroven It to more
tran '0000 """edlcal practices Last year T'answorld Systems collectedA
more 'han :6"'0 Of all deb:s aSSigned. at an average cost of 7C per dollar ~
COllected w~I'e Ihe a'verage COllection agency collected only 27% of the ~
aC:'Jur:s a! af' avera-;e ,:osl Of 41 e per dOllar collec!eo In other wordS.
TSI recovered more than twice the amount It one sixth the
cost. Anc III money was paid directly to the mecUcat
practice. ~or tMose l'1ar(}core debtors wno refuse to •
pa'( vOlurtarlly Traf'sworid S Credit J..Aanagement -~-~
Se'Vlce diVISion can cause SUit 10 be filed advance ,£:-<;:?
cour' costs ana allOfoey stees 00 a conllngency ••::::::--=~.::::.o:...
bas,s When vou select Trarswor,o Systems ~ ~
your COllection costs NIII be SignifIcantly _= ~ .-
reC'Jced and vour start Will l1ave valuable ~ == _~
time tor other aS3 lgrrne"1ts In addItion -1"'- -~
account revIews are Simplified Wltn monthly .:'. -rD
status reoorts prepareo lor eacn account. FZ~~
-...c_................. ""-"'__
TSI~s bedside manner is
reflected in our professional
and diplomatic approach.
TSI goes to great lengths to protect a medical practices profeSSional Image and
we respect your patient'S goodwill, At your reQuest, Transwond Systems Will send a
thank you letter to accounts who have paid.
We Did It For Them .•.And We Can Do It For"oo!
............. ............. I(r... C'f'r wo.~ '*"- a... --." DeIftIIt. ""'. a.-e--. .-,e.-
ew-.lftC..Sor"......,IooIO·~ oIbIiIMA .......~I ~
~HaIfV'M)OClCA.~~ p,~ ". u.r--.,..,.,." a...
LACAm:lIltllt'l n ............ e.-r.8oulOef co.o-w ..... a... Fl. ...~ ~ -
...... '....,-.-.EI~PaI1I'L.~C8MI.~cO.-.......... ~ •
...-al ........ '-"'-. ,.. ....~ CIII*. P1\Inttt'lQlllftleecirl. CA ~ c:..- Gtwr*,.... Of'.,....
................... __ '-OC""'OnQ II••M-.. t,,,,,,,- W/I. .....-. 0eIIa rc ....... __ .......
.........."" ". II!IIIetA_W1 ...-..- ........... rx • ....."
---., CIIIlI&. 5et't 00e90. CA • c,........~--. 0IIla T'll. "-"- .........
CA • .-.. ~,NI.o..,. .....c:a..-.-..Il..c:.--~~ "OrlI.,..v
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\
SUNDAY:
M)NDAY:
AND
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY:
THlJRSDAY:
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:
MONDAY:
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aJRREN'"r RECRUITING METHOD
Place a 2" by 5" advertisement in the Sunday Classified
Advertisement section of the local newspaI;:er. Cost, $297.
District Manager screens incoming calls, generally 20 to 30
calls and 20 to 30 ~nutes per caller.
District manager meets with three groups of 10-12 selected
candidates for 1-1/2 hours per group.
From the people fv1anager met with on Wednesday, he invites 18-
20 back to watch a five-hour videota~ canpany intrcxluction.
District Manager performs one-an-one interviews with six or
seven recruits who elect to return after viewing the
videota.re.
District Manager conducts two o~ three-on-one interviews to
observe how potential recruits ~nteract with each other.
Selected recruit begin formal one-week training session,
performed by District Manager.
\
EXHIBIT F
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CURRENr RECRUITING COSTS IN TIME AND DOLLARS
FOR ONE RECRUITI~ SESSION
TIME (MINU'IES) lX)LLARS
Week One
----
M:>nday 400-900 S137-307
Tuesday 400-900 137-307
Wednesday 270 92
Thursday 300 102
Friday 360-420 143
Saturday 240-360 123
Week Tvvo
62
~/londay-Friday
A\!£RAGE TOTAL
2400
5170
820
$1,725
EXHIBIT G
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WHAT'S YOUR SELLING TIME WORTH
64
IF YOU EARN
Every Hour
Is Worth
Every Minute
Is Worth
In a Year
One Hour A
Day is Worth
$ 2,000 $ 1.02 S .0170 $ 250
2,500 1.28 .013 312
J,OOO 1.54 .256 375
3,500 1.79 .0300 437
4,000 2.05 .0341 500
5,000 2.56 .0426 625
6,000 3.07 .0513 750
7,000 3.59 .0598 875
7,500 3.84 .0640 937
8,000 4.10 .0683 1,000
8,500 4.35 .0726 1 ,063
10,000 5.12 .0852 1,250
12,000 6.15 .1025 1,500
14,000 7.17 .1195 1,750
16,000 8.20 .1366 2,000
20,000 10.25 .1708 2,500
25,000 12.81 .2135 3, 125
30,000 15.37 .2561 3,750
35,000 17.93 .2988 4,375
40,000 20.49 .3415 5,000
50,000 25.61 .4269 6,250
75,000 38.42 .6403 9,375
100,000 51.23 .8523 12,500
Based on 244 eight-hour working days.
EXHIBIT H
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No.407553
s
L..AST TRANS. NUMBER
OPTION
AMOUNT
OF ORDER
MAKE CHECK PAVABLE TO'
TRANSWORLD SYSTEMS INC.
Skips S
ExpIred $
__Lost/Mise. $
TRANSMITTALS TO BE USED WITHIN
24 MONTHS FROM TODAY'S DATE
PURCHASER HAl om" TO IU't _
ADDITIONAL Tua.TTALI FOR 1 _
If omaN II uucalD WlTHI. 121 OAYI FROM TODAl'S DATt.
ST.TE
o TSI OFFICE
/
~l L~_T_A_X_(_+_)--i---------i ~(/F PPLICABLE)
#~ ~~A_M_ci_3_~_~_~_U_E_S+-- _
Ji!_A_:_:_~_::_ST_~_:_~D--+-SS _
~l DUE
o.orog. $50 or mor• .l ~
- ---.;..~ .-=-~""'?SJ1
CL.IENT NUMBER
~ Installments of not less than
TOOAY"S
DATE
O MASTEACLIENT
SHIP TO: OCLIENT
O SPECIALADDRESS:
119__ and the final
SUIt or actIon IS instituted .') collect thiS note
romlses to pay all collect''! costs and such
ab such as court costs. attQr,,~y fees, service
5880 COMMERCE BOULEVARD
ROHNERT PARK. CALIFORNIA 9.928
PHONE 1707) 584-4225
••a •••••&.
." .
GUARA
TRANSWORLD SY EMS ll~__~_
if used in accordanc complete
: folder and instructIons printed 01') the n mbered transmittals, that the purchaser
rwill collect a minimum of two times th .total purchase price of the transmittals
purchased within 85 days after sub tlng the final transmittal for servicing,
'provided all transmittals are us thin 24 months from date of purchase,
t or TAANSWOR LD SYSTEMS . will, at its option, (1) refund the complete
I purchase price of said transmittals to the purchaser, or (21 refund the cash difference
'between the amount collected and double the amount invested for the above
'transmittals to' the purchaser.
(This Guarant.. !!!!I applies to orden where the account balences
. ''''-. . (SEE BELOW FOR CONDITIONS)
"leWOAOe~ 0
'711
.OOftla
CLIENT N.ME
~"'NTO/ltLYI
(111
CONTINU£O
(IF AI¥L/CA.LIJ
"11
I/We agree to pay the balance of S------mIt
payment due on
or any portion thereof,
additional sums as the
of process. etc. in said
$ each. The
I.:::::':':::~.I TOTAL TRANSMITTALS PURCHASED
o sue· NO. TRANSMITTALS FOR MASTER
r-- ~------..,....------+J.:.::N:.:::O:..:S~~~~Et~~T~sl~-----N-O-._T_R_A_N_S_M_ITT A LS TH IS SUB·C LI ENT _
PH~e110 IMONTM$ I[3
All transmittals must be filled out completely with correct debtor addresses, not involving bankrupt accounts or accounts which are beyon
12 months from date of last payment or charge. Our written guarantee will apply if you have used all transmittals within 24 months from dat
of purchase in accordance with printed instructions contained 10 the transmIttal folder, on the transmittals. and herein. Transworld System
Inc. assumes no responsibility for nor does it authorize any statements. acts, or promises of any person other than the written statements an
guarantee contained herein. The Hold Harmless Agreement, paragraphs 8 and 9 on the reverse of this form, will apply on all of the abov
transmittals purchased. The purchaser authorizes Transworld Systems Inc. to forward any negotiable instruments received directly to th
purchaser.
MAl L RETURNS - If mail is returned. Transworld Systems Inc. will notify client of the skip and clncel that account. To obtain a replaeeme r
transmittal, client must return the Mail Return Notification and a check for $3.00 (subject to changel to cover handling costs within 60 day
of notification of the skip. If the 53.00 fee and Mail Return Notification are not returned within 60 days, the account will be classified as pal
in full and that amount will count toward satisfaction of the Guarantee. If Freeze Skip option selected, replacement credit will be granted ani
on reorder and the dollar amount of the skipped accounts will be counted In total performance and Guarantee satisfaction.
x
"UACHASlA'S StGNATUfilE
""NT ~C"AS""I'NAMf...
- ---1
x
fIIE~,.UENT.Ttvl·S StGNATUfII£ TAANSWOALO SYSTEMS INC
EXHIBIT I
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Thr Union Corporation and (on~olidat~d Sub~idiarit"~
Consolidated Balance Sheets
June :~O. 19H8 and 1987
68
(In thou~ands)
Assets
Current assets:
Cash
Short-term invcstrncnts~ at cost. which approximates rllarkct
Accounts receivahle. trade. less aUowance for doubtful
accounts of $534 anti $433
Inventories
Prf'paid rXJH'JlSrS and otlH'r ('\I rre'nt assets
Total current assets
Property. plant and equipmcnt. net
Cost of inlan~ible a~s('ts frorn busiflCSSPS u('quin'd. If'SS IU'('uflllllat('d arnortizatiofl
of $3~ 159 allJ $2.3·16
Other as~('ts and d(of('rn~d l'har~('s
Noncurrcnt assets of operations discontinued or dispos('d of. net. at ('~tirnatt'd
realizable' value
Total asspls
1988
8 10 ..381
14,425
12 .. 503
13,130
2,472
52,911
20,361
27 .. 114
2,707
$ 103 .. 093
1987
$ 6.40 I
10.138
12.858
12.145
4.S,tS
46.087
17 ~497
27.9SS
~ .. l9l
~ 4.S.974
Liabilities anu Shareholuers4l E(luit)·
Currenl liahilities:
Accounls payable
Accrued expenses
lncollle laxes payable
Currenl portion of long-tenn debt
Current liahiliti('s of operation~ di~continu('d or disposed of. flf·f
Total currenl liabilities
Long-terrn debt
Deferred liahiliti('s
NOIH'urn'flf liahililies of operations discontirHH'd or dispo,(,d of. rH't
Total liabilities
Comrnillnents and contingent liabilities
Shareholders' equity:
Series B & C preferred stock. no par value. at retlcillption valuc
Comrnoll stock~ $.50 par value; authorized shares. 15.000; iS~lIed shares.
7~287 and 7.274
Additional paid-in capital
Rctain(~d earnings (d(~fi('it)
Less treasury stock. at cost, 697 sharps
Total shareholders~ equity
Totnl liahilitirs & ~harf'holrl{'r~' equity
l'hc ac('()rHpanyin~ noh'~ are ·all integral part of Ihf' financial statc'rnf""ls.
$ 6,,333 S 6.223
12,,390 11.105
503 418
2 .. 243 2.630
1,935 ~22
23,,404 20.7YH
35,,211 3--l.79~
3,,199 2.587
1,,567
63,,381 SR.) 79
1,800 1.879
3,643 3.637
34,790 3-l.682
3,807 (2.:\9H)
(4,328)
39,712 37.ROO
S 103,093 {t 95.979
The Union Corporation and Con~olidatt-d Suhifli:lrit-~
Consolidaled Statements of Operations
For the ~C~1I"~ pfldccl June ;30. 19BB. 19B7 and 19Hh
(In th()\lsand~. ('x('('pt J.l('r shan' anlO\lflt~)
Net salc's and ()I)('ratill~ rt'\TrHH'S:
Net sal.'s
()prraling r('\'f'nu~s
Total flf't ~alf's anJ operating H'\ C'flUf'S
Costs and f'xpeIlS~S:
Cost of salr's (excluding deprecialion and urnortization)
()pcrating PXIH'llsrs
S('lIing. ~('tl('ral and adrninistrativc ('xpensps
1)('I,r<'c'i;\tiCt" ~\I'tl ,lrllclrtizalifln
Operating ifl('OIlH'
lntcn'st ('\ltC'IlSf'
Illtc"Tsi i""olll('
Inconl(' fro,n coni illu ing 0lH'rutiofls hpfof(' if)('OIlH' taxe's and
ext I'aol'd inary ih'lll
Provision fol' illcorllc taxf'"
In(,llfllt' "'0111 ('ontinuing ()p(',.ati()n~ lH,roJT (·\tra()rditlar~ itf'lll
DiseontinlH'd (tfl('ration~:
InconH' front discontinued 0(lf>ratiolls (tll't of pro\ i.~i()n for incofllP
laxps nf $229 and $l.1.10)
Estirnate'd loss on disposal of discontitlllcd 0IH'ratiot\s (rH't of $2.S05
h"!lf'fit for in('ollle taxc's)
Nrt gain (loss) froJH dis('onlirllu·d operations
InCOIIH' (loss) before pxtraordinary itern
Extraordiflary 1t('II' - utilizatidn of tax toss i'arr~ ron\~lfcl
IncOlllP (loss) IH'r COltllllOn sharp:
Pri,"at'\':
Co"ti"'li"g operations
Dis('ontinued operations
Extr(t(lr(jill~,ry itt"'l
Fully diluted:
Continuing operations
Discontinued oprrations
Extraordinary itern
Average nurnher of cornmon shares outstantlin~:
Primary
Fully diltltf'd
Th~ a<"colllpanying n()lt'~ an' all inlt'gral part of thf' financial slal(,IlH'nls.
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1988 19H7 I<JH6
$ 77,,187 $ 7().2<);l $ S9.I]H
53,814 l7 .3,~O ,\0.809
131,001 t I 7.()J;\ <)Q.t) l7
59,344 S'L661 4·t.,sHH
32,764 2B.49(l 2.5.22;)
23,,391 20.YOO 1(,.6l0
3,362 2. f)-17 2.SnS
118,861 I07J)01 g<j .O:~H
12,,140 10.629 10.9U9
(5,,974) (6J)()!)) (6.422)
989 s:r~ B()O
7,155 s.O()<) S.~ll7
3 49 308 ~~. I o:~ 2.802
3,847 1.<Jl}(} 2..S l5
269 1.327
f2.<.)<)5)
(2.72(») 1.327
3,,847 (7 ~()) 3.872
2 49 454 122 ~,J67
8 6 49 301 g ((,OH) ~ 7.2:J<J
$ .53 $ .2S g .JJ
(.:16) .18
.35 .02 .·lS
S .88 ~ f .Oq) ~ . f)(l
$ .52 $ .25 , .;\~~
(.3(») .17
.32 .02 . l2
8 .84 $ (.09) ~ ,Q2
7,076 i.5A7 7.~45
7,552 i.SH7 7.96 l
